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The emergence of the terrestrial biosphere may be 

linked to delivery of exogenous water and prebiotic 
organic matter from bodies like asteroids, comets, me-
teorites, and interplanetary dust roughly within the first 
billion years of Earth’s history. A major challenge to 
astrobiology is to test this possibility and to evaluate 
the relative contributions from various classes of small 
bodies. A key element in this interdisciplinary effort is 
measuring both the chemical composition and the deu-
terium abundances of cometary volatiles.  

The D/H ratios of molecules released from 
cometary nuclei are considered signatures of the 
chemical formation pathways of volatiles in planet-
forming disks. Outstanding questions include: are 
cometary D/H ratios consistent with theories of the 
chemical evolution of volatile matter in the solar neb-
ula? Does the HDO/H2O ratio vary substantially 
among the comet population and what would be the 
implications for understanding the origins of Earth’s 
water? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In this presentation we will report detections of 
H2O and several prebiotic volatiles and a sensitive 
search for HDO in the coma (expanding atmosphere) 
of comet C/2012 S1 ISON, observed from the NASA 
Infrared Telescope Facility atop Maunakea, Hawaii. 
We will discuss both the significance and the limita-
tions of our upper limit for the water D/H ratio in this 
comet.  

We will also compare our compositional studies of 
ISON with outputs from astrochemical models (cf. 
Gibb et al., this meeting) that predict D/H ratios and 
relative abundances of prebiotic molecules at the mid-
plane of the protoplanetary disk from which the solar 
system formed. There are a number of parameters and 
assumptions behind each output of the models tested 
against our measurements in ISON. Among those we 
will discuss several critical factors that strongly influ-
ence the predicted abundances and directly relate to the 
origin and evolution of prebiotic volatile matter in the 
early solar system. 
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